**Group A:**

**DIVISION 1: REGULAR SELF-BRED CLASSES**

**Variety A: Long-Finned Halfmoon Singletail**

**A1. Halfmoon Male (Red)**
- Light and Dark red, excluding bicolor

**A2. Halfmoon Male (Black)**

**A3. Halfmoon Male (Light Solid)**
- Opaque, Clear, Yellow, Orange, Pastel

**A4. Halfmoon Male (Royal Blue)**

**A5. Halfmoon Male (Steel)**

**A6. Halfmoon Male (Green/Turquoise)**
- True Green, Common Green, Turquoise

**A7. Halfmoon Male (Dark Bodied Metallic)**
- Copper, Metallic Teal (Blue/Green) Note: Dark Metallics other than Copper & Teal must be shown in D1. Variations.

**A8. Halfmoon Male (Light Bodied Metallic)**
- Gold, all other light colors with metallic (ex: “platinum” opaque white, metallic yellow)

**A9. Halfmoon Male (Marble, Multicolor or Grizzled)**

**A10. Halfmoon Male (Butterfly)**

**A11. Halfmoon Male (Bicolor)**

**A12. Halfmoon Female Non-Iridescent Dark (Solid Red, Black)**

**A13. Halfmoon Female Light Solid (Opaque, Clear, Yellow, Orange, Pastel.)**

**A14. Halfmoon Female (Royal Blue)**

**A15. Halfmoon Female (Steel)**

**A16. Halfmoon Female (Green/Turquoise)**
- True Green, Common Green, Turquoise

**A17. Halfmoon Female (Metallic)**
- Copper, Metallic Teal (Blue/Green)
- Gold, all other light colors with metallic (ex: “platinum” opaque white, metallic yellow) Note: Dark Metallics other than Copper & Teal must be shown in D1. Variations.

**A18. Halfmoon Female (Marble, Multicolor or Grizzled)**

**A19. Halfmoon Female (Butterfly)**

**A20. Halfmoon Female (Bicolor)**

**Variety B: Shortfin Singletail**

**B1. Show Plakat STM Dark Solid Color**
- Incl. Light and Dark red, excluding bicolor

**B2. Show Plakat STM Light Solid Color**

**B3. Show Plakat STM Marble**

**B4. Show Plakat STM Multicolor/Grizzle**

**B5. Show Plakat STM Butterfly**

**B6. Show Plakat STM Bicolor**

**B7. Traditional Plakat STM Solid Color**

**B8. Traditional Plakat STM Patterned (all patterns)**

**B9. Show Plakat STF Light Solid Color**
- Incl. Light and Dark red, excluding bicolor

**B10. Show Plakat STF Light Solid Color**

**B11. Show Plakat STF Marble/Multicolor/Grizzle**

**B12. Show Plakat STF Butterfly/Bicolor**

**B13. Traditional Plakat STF (All colors/patterns)**

**B14. Symmetrical (HM) Shortfin Male**

**B15. Symmetrical (HM) Shortfin Female**

**Variety C: Other Recognized Forms**

**C1. Crowntail STM**

**C2. Doubletail Male (all types)**

**C3. Veiltail Male STM**

**C4. Crowntail STF**

**C5. Doubletail Females (all types)**

**C6. Veiltail STF**

**C7. Giant Plakat (Male and Female)**

**C8. Large Pectorals (all types)**
- (Male and Female)

**C9. Crowntail Plakat STM**

**C10. Crowntail Plakat STF**

**DIVISION 2: BREEDERS DIVISION Self Bred:** Winners to go to appropriate BOV category in Division 1. All entrants in D1 must label variation & D5 MUST label species.

**D1. Color or Form Variations (Male and Female)**
- (Describe and LABEL the variation IN DETAIL. Do NOT use abbreviations or trade names.)

**D2. Form and Finnage (Males)**

**D3. Form and Finnage (Females)**
- Form & Finnage allows all forms HM, PK, VT, CT, DT. They are judged for the standards of that form.

**D4. Pairs**

**D5. Hybrids (Male and Female)**
- (As with Variations above, D5 describe and LABEL intent (list species) of this hybrid)
- (Not eligible for BOV or BOS)

**DIVISION 3: WILDS, SELF-BRED**

Select one pair, trio from E1, E2 or single from E3 for Best of Variety and one for Reserve Best of Variety. These receive points toward an end of year award. However they are not judged for BOS/RBOS.

**All entrants MUST LABEL species.**

**E1. Bubblenester Pairs or Trios (Large & Small)**
- (Trios are TRIAL, must label sex and species. Trios not awarded extra points)

**E2. Mouthbrooder Pairs or Trios (Large & Small)**
- (Trios are TRIAL, must label sex and species. Trios not awarded extra points)

**E3. Single Entry (TRIAL)**
- (Singles may be divided as above: Bubblenester / Mouthbrooder) Wild Pairs that had one entry die before Judging may be placed into this category.
Group B:  
DIVISION 4: SELF-BRED NEW BREEDER

- NB1. Halfmoon STM (incl. Large Pectoral)
- NB2. Plakat STM (incl. Large Pectoral)
- NB3. Crowntail Male
- NB4. Veiltail Male
- NB5. Doubletail Male (all types)
- NB6. Halfmoon STF (incl. Large Pectoral)
- NB7. All other Females (PK, VT, CT, DT)
- NB8. All other types male and female. ie: hybrids, aliens, Wild Types, Giants, etc.
- Wilds can be shown as pair or trio or single.
- All Hybrid and WT entrants MUST LABEL species. NB8 not eligible for NB BOS/RBOS.

Group C:  
DIVISION 5: COLLECTOR’S DIVISION
(Purchased, Wild Caught, Given to Exhibitor).

- GloFish® fluorescent ornamental bettas must be shown in these classes. They must be labelled so a judge knows to use proper lighting. Refer to legal agreement with Spectrum and 5D for more information regarding labelling and selling them at an IBC show.

- CC1. Halfmoon STM (incl. Large Pectoral)
- CC2. Halfmoon STF (incl. LP)
- CC3. Plakat STM (Traditional and Show) (Solid and All Patterns) (incl. Large Pectorals)
- CC4. Plakat STF (all types, colors/patterns)
- CC5. Crowntail Male (Long and Short Fin)
- CC6. Doubletail Male (Long and Short Fin)
- CC7. Veiltail Male (All colors/patterns)
- CC8. Veiltail and Crowntail Female (All colors/patterns)
- CC9. Doubletail Female (Long and Short Fin)
- CC10. Any other type, can be ‘Alien’, Hybrid, Giant or Wild Type. (Wilds can be pair, trio or single). All Hybrid and WT entrants MUST LABEL species. CC10 not eligible for Collector BOS/RBOS.

OPTIONAL CLASSES

JUNIOR CLASSES (Minimum ½ inch body or 3.127 centimeters up to less than minimum show size).
- JB1. Halfmoon STM (all colors/patterns)
- JB2. Other longfin Males (all colors/patterns)- Doubletails, crowntails, veiltails
- JB3. All Shortfinned Males (all colors/patterns)- Show, traditional, and symmetrical plakat, CTPK and DTPK
- JB4. All Females (Entrant must list tail type on entry)

Arts and Crafts
- AC1. Photography
- AC2. Illustrations
- AC3. Crafts

Note: If not specified, classes are to be judged with all colors/patterns

AREA 1 SHOW YEAR IS FROM
July 1 through June 30 of the following year.
In USA and Canada shows cannot be held Nov. 15 through Mar. 15 due to weather.
Clubs may add additional optional classes.

NO optional classes earn points towards championships.

Standard Auction split for Show fish: 75% exhibitor, 25% show host.
Non-show items, 50/50.

Recommended show entry fee is
- Members: $3 Single entry & Div. 3 Wild Type (Pairs/Trios/Single Entries)
- $5. Per entry in D4: Pairs.
- Non-IBC members: $4.5 single/all Wild Type; $7.5 D4 pairs
- If a club chooses other entry fee it must be advertised at least 30 days in advance

Regular Classes: 51
Wild Classes: 3
New Breeder: 8
Collector: 10

Optional
Junior: 4
Arts & Crafts: 3
79 Total Classes

Other chapter awards optional.

Awards
1st, 2nd, 3rd places, all classes
Best of Variety, Division 1 Varieties (Regular Classes) Reserve Best of Variety, Division 1 (Regular Classes)
Best of Show, Division 1 (Regular Classes)
Best of Show, Division 4 (New Breeder)
Best of Show, Division 4 (New Breeder)

* Above Best of Variety and Best of Show awards are one each for male and female;
Best of Variety, Div. 3 (Wild Types)
Reserve Best of Variety, Div. 3 (Wild Types)
Optional: Collector BOS & Reserve BOS Male & Female

Area 1 – Official IBC Class List, Accepted by the IBC Judging Board – June 2020